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Abstract

A pulsed magnetic field of up to 10 kG was incorporated into a vacuum arc ion source. The field was established by a small coil surrounding the arc discharge region, powered by either an additional power supply (capacitor bank) or by the arc power supply (arc current and coil current in series). This addition has led to a number of improvements in source performance: the mean charge state of the metal ions produced was enhanced by a factor of up to two, for 30 different cathode materials from carbon to bismuth; hybrid metal/gaseous ion beams could be generated when an additional gas (nitrogen, oxygen or argon) was admitted into the source, with gaseous ion fraction as high as 50%; triggering of the source could be done by a very long lifetime gaseous pre-discharge technique. We also report on the use of a wire mesh to stabilize the plasma emission surface at the extractor as a means for achieving a flat beam current characteristic as a function of extraction voltage.
I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fields are widely used in ion source application [1] as a means of confining the discharge electrons and providing better ionization. For field strengths of a few hundred gauss, the field is adequate to magnetize the discharge electrons only. Increasing the magnetic field up to the levels needed for ion confinement can be difficult because of the power needed to establish the field over the large discharge volume, and because of major perturbations to the ion beam formation process at the extractor.

For vacuum arc ion sources it has been shown that a magnetic field of a few hundred gauss can serve to increase the ion beam current [2,3], improve the beam current density uniformity [4], reduce the beam noise [5], and permit hybrid metal/gaseous ion generation [6]. In contrast to other kinds of discharges, in vacuum arcs all of the processes and phenomena which determine the plasma parameters take place in a rather narrow region close to the cathode surface, at the cathode spots. So in principal the magnetic field need be of small volume and only in the arc region near the cathode. This allows for the possibility of employing a strong magnetic field in vacuum arc sources without the problems mentioned above. Here we present experimental results concerning the effect of a strong magnetic field on the vacuum arc ion source parameters.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

All of the experiments were carried out using the LBL 10-cm extractor vacuum arc ion source, modified by the addition of a small pulsed coil as described. Beam current was measured with a downstream Faraday cup, and ion charge state distribution was monitored by a time-of-flight system. For the experiments described here, the source was pulsed at a low duty cycle of about 1 pulse per second. Base pressure was typically in the low 10^{-6} Torr range. The complete set-up has been fully described elsewhere [7,8].
III. RESULTS

A. Ion charge state enhancement

For a magnetic field of a few kilogauss there was a significant increase in the high charge state fractions in the vacuum arc plasma and ion beam. We have investigated about 30 different cathode materials and measured the enhancement in mean charge state. The ratio of mean charge states with and without magnetic field varies from 1.2 for tungsten up to about 1.9 for most cathode materials and to 2.5 for bismuth. An example of this influence for an Fe cathode is shown in Figure 1. One can see that the singly-ionized fraction decreases, the medium charge state fractions (2+ and 3+) have optimal values of magnetic field for which they separately maximize, while the highest charge state (4+) increases with increasing B field. There are at least three reasons for this: higher electron temperature, higher plasma density, and longer ion lifetime in the discharge. More detailed discussion on the elevation of ion charge states in a strong magnetic field has been presented elsewhere [8-10].

B. Generation of gaseous ions

Related work on the production of gaseous ion species in vacuum arc ion sources has been carried out collaboratively with GSI (Darmstadt, Germany), and this work has been reported in detail [6]. In this prior work, we investigated a large number of different cathode materials and a wide range of arc current (100 A - 4 kA) and magnetic field strength (10 mT - 2 T). As described in [6], the presence of any kind of gas with any cathode material always leads to a decrease of the more highly stripped metal ion fractions in the vacuum arc plasma and to an increase of the low charge state fractions. The magnetic field helps in gaseous ion generation too.

An example of the kind of results obtained is shown in Figure 2. One can see that the presence of gas shows an influence starting at very low pressure. First the Q = 4+ fraction begins to decrease, then 3+, while the 1+ and 2+ components rise. We also observed that for
high gas pressure the total ion current that is extracted from the vacuum arc plasma is decreased. As can be seen in Figure 2, the gaseous ion fraction can be as great as 50% or more. For molecular gases like oxygen or nitrogen, both atomic and molecular ion species are observed, and their relative proportions are dependent on magnetic field; with increasing field strength the atomic ion fraction increases and the molecular component decreases; see Figure 3.

Simple estimates show that the particle density of the added gas is comparable to the particle density of metal vapor rather far from the cathode spot (more than 1 mm), and therefore the feed gas has no direct influence on the primary processes of charge state formation which take place at the cathode spots. Never-the-less the influence of gas on the charge state distribution is significant.

Thus the presence of gas can change the charge state composition of the metal ion beam as well as allowing for mixed species beams. Interest in this operating mode for ion implantation application of course has to do with the ability to form buried layers of mixed composition such as, for example, oxides and nitrides.

C. Arc ignition by a gaseous pre-discharge

In the presence of a strong magnetic field the vacuum arc trigger system based on discharge across an insulating surface can be replaced by a gaseous discharge trigger. This kind of triggering system has been used previously in a number of arc devices [11]. For the vacuum arc metal ion source the problem is to obtain stable ignition with the background gas pressure as low as possible, because of the strong influence of the added gas to the ion beam parameters. In order to operate at low pressure we chose to use crossed electric and magnetic fields with oscillating electrons. An additional pressure decrease was achieved by operating with a very high magnetic field of up to 10-15 kG.
We used both Penning [12] and magnetron gas discharges. The experimental set-up based on an "inverse magnetron" system is shown in Figure 4. The discharge unit is formed by two cylindrical electrodes: trigger and cathode with diameters 3 mm and 18 mm respectively. The vacuum arc is ignited between cathode and hollow anode. There are three pulsed power supplies: magnetic field (300 V, 500 A, 0.5 ms), trigger discharge (1-10 kV, 50A, 10 μs), and main arc (500 V, 500 A, 0.25 ms). Only the magnetic field supply uses an electronic switch; the other two are connected to the discharge electrodes directly. The magnetic field is switched on first and then the magnetron discharge is started. Because of the high current, cathode spots are formed and then the main arc discharge follows. As indicated in Figure 5, at a pressure of 4 x 10⁻⁶ Torr a 9 kV trigger was necessary for reliable magnetron ignition. Steady and stable vacuum arc triggering was obtained. It is important to note that for this low background gas pressure the influence of gas on the vacuum arc ion source parameters is negligible.

D. Grid stabilization of the plasma emission surface

For high magnetic field strength the plasma density and plasma ion current density are high also. When the plasma density is too high, beamlet formation at the accel-decel beam formation electrodes can be poor (failure of appropriate plasma meniscus to form, and penetration of the high density plasma through the beamlet apertures), leading to defocusing of the ion beam and significant loss of beam to the extraction electrodes. On the other hand, if the extraction voltage is too high for a given plasma density then over-focusing of the beamlets can occur and again poor quality overall beam can result. In principle a multi-aperture accel-decel extraction system is optimum for just one set of plasma and extraction parameters (geometry, accelerating voltage, and current density). Often this is an inconvenience.

One way to solve this problem is by grid stabilization of the plasma surface, as has been used widely for plasma electron sources [13] and can be applied for ion sources [14].
idea is to form an emission electrode on the plasma side of the first extractor grid by means of a grid with very small holes and high transparency. Because of the small hole diameter the high voltage accelerating field will not penetrate through the holes into the plasma region, and thus the plasma emission surface (meniscus) will not change its shape with increasing extraction voltage. The results of measurements made with and without grid are shown in Figure 6. One can see a saturation with the grids and decrease of current at high voltage because of over-focusing. This allows a more stable and reliable high voltage source operation.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Charge state fractions as a function of arc current and magnetic field strength for an iron plasma and ion beam. $B/I = 10 \text{ G/A}$.

Fig. 2 Ion current fractions in a mixed Pt-N beam as a function of nitrogen gas pressure.

Fig. 3 Oxygen ion fractions as a function of magnetic field and arc current. $B/I = 10 \text{ G/A}$, $P = 2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Torr}$.

Fig. 4 Schematic of vacuum arc ignition system based on "inverse magnetron discharge".

Fig. 5 Magnetron discharge ignition voltage as a function of nitrogen gas pressure.

Fig. 6 Current-voltage characteristic of ion source with and without wire mesh at the first extractor electrode.
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